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According to the Insurance Information Institute, in-
surance companies wrote total net premiums of $1.2 
trillion in 2017.1 Based on my experiences within 

the insurance industry, the vast majority were premiums 
generated from the renewal of insurance policies. Gener-
ally, renewal policies are divided into two categories: (1) re-
newals within the same insurance company, as when an 
insurance company renews a policy it currently writes; or 
(2) renewals with the same insurance agent, as when an 
agent internally transfers within his or her agency an in-
sured’s policy from insurance company A to insurance com-
pany B.

Normally, renewal of an insurance policy creates no cover-
age dilemmas for an insured because the policy’s unambiguous 
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language controls a coverage dispute. But when the coverage 
dispute involves an insurance policy’s renewal, the answer 
isn’t always black and white, and a court may have to decide 
the coverage dispute based on the parties’ intent as memori-
alized in the original policy, which may date back several 
years before the loss in question.

As the dominant party in the insurance company-insured 
relationship, an insurance company may, when renewing an 
insurance policy, unilaterally modify or reduce some of a pol-
icy’s coverages, or change the terms and conditions without 
providing the insured with actual and conspicuous notice 
of the changes or reductions and without articulating how 
those changes or reductions could affect the renewal policy’s 
response to a future loss.



AT A GLANCE

When an insurance company renews a policy and 
makes changes, alterations, or reductions to the 
original policy’s coverages, terms, or conditions, 
it must provide actual and conspicuous notice of 
any changes, modifications, or reductions it 
unilaterally makes.

Insurance companies must strictly comply with 
the notice requirement.

An insured has no duty to read his or her renewal 
policy and may assume that the original policy’s 
coverages, terms, and conditions haven’t changed.
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What is Michigan’s Renewal Rule?

When an insurance policy is renewed, an insured has no 
duty to read his or her renewal policy and may assume that 
the original policy’s coverages, terms, and conditions haven’t 
changed. When an insurance company renews a policy and 
makes changes, alterations, or reductions to the original poli-
cy’s coverages, terms, or conditions, it must provide actual and 
conspicuous notice of any changes, modifications, or reduc-
tions. If an insurance company fails to do so, a court will re-
form the renewal policy and compel the insurance company to 
provide the broader coverage found in the original policy.2

Contrary to the assertion of some insurance companies, 
this notice applies not only when an insurance company re-
duces the coverage limits or amounts on a covered property, 
but also, as Michigan courts have consistently held, when 
other coverages, terms, or conditions are unilaterally reduced, 
modified, or changed as to affect coverage for a loss under a 
renewal policy.3

Michigan’s Renewal Rule applies when policy renewal is 
automatic, as in direct-bill policies when the insurance com-
pany bills the insured directly for the renewal premium. It 
also applies when renewal is not automatic, as in agency-bill 
policies for which the insured has to pay the renewal pre-
mium directly to the insurance agent, who then deducts his 
or her commission and forwards the net premium to the 
insurance company.

Michigan’s Renewal Rule also applies when an insured is 
required to submit and sign a renewal application for each 
policy as long as the insurance company hasn’t manifested 
an intent to not renew the original policy and other evidence 
in the policy confirms that it is in fact a renewal.

Insurance companies must strictly comply  
with the notice requirement

When determining whether an insurance company pro-
vided the required notice, Michigan law imposes strict re-
quirements on the type and nature of the notice. Whether an 
insurance company provided proper notice is generally a 
question for the court to decide depending on the nature and 
sufficiency of the notice.4

An insured has no duty to read a renewal policy

Generally, an insured must read the original insurance pol-
icy within a reasonable time after it is issued and delivered.5 
An insured must also inquire with the insurance company or 
agent about any discrepancies, coverage questions, or other 
issues within the original policy.6 But, as previously men-
tioned, an insured has no duty to read a renewal policy.7

An insurance company may not attempt to circumvent the 
required notice by directing the insured to read the policy. 

For example, a Michigan court has held that a cover letter 
instructing the insured to “READ THE POLICY CAREFULLY 
to determine [his or her] rights, duties and what is and is not 
covered” doesn’t sufficiently apprise an insured of changes or 
reductions to a renewal policy.8

Notice of changes must be clear and conspicuous

Michigan courts hold insurance companies to a high stan-
dard when determining whether actual notice of a renewal pol-
icy’s reductions, modifications, or changes has been provided.

Although no Michigan court has enumerated a list of for-
mal factors, courts usually focus on a few indicators to deter-
mine whether the notice was conspicuous enough to alert an 
insured that the policy had been altered and how the altera-
tion may affect a potential claim:

• Location of the notice: Is it on the cover page of the 
renewal policy or is it buried somewhere inside?

• Nature of the notice: Is it emphasized, bolded, and ap-
parent on the face of the renewal policy or is it hidden 
and unemphasized in fine print?

• Choice of the notice: Does the insurance company in-
form the insured of all changes or reductions or does it 
focus on certain changes or reductions and omit others?

In one case, a Michigan court held that an insurance com-
pany didn’t provide proper notice when the notice consisted of 
a “single unemphasized reference in a twelve-page booklet,” 
advising that “an exclusion has been added stating that we will 
not provide liability protection when members of the same 
household are engaged in a liability suit against each other.”9
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Similarly, the insurance company cannot evade the notice 
requirement by including a cover letter asking the insured to 
read the renewal policy, especially when the cover letter high-
lighted coverage enhancements but not restrictions or exclu-
sions in the renewal policy.10

Likewise, when an insurance company informs the in-
sured about some, but not all, reductions or exclusions added 
to a renewal policy, proper notice has not been provided and 
the company is bound by the broader coverage found in the 
original policy.11

Michigan’s Renewal Rule applies even when  
a new policy isn’t a true renewal if an insurance 
company leads the insured to believe the policy  
is a renewal

Except for a few Michigan statutes regulating specific kinds 
of insurance policies like auto,12 environmental liability,13 and 
similar policies required by law, an insurance company may 
refuse to renew a policy or renew it with substantially different 
coverages, terms, or conditions, which Michigan courts treat 
as refusal to renew.14

Michigan’s Renewal Rule applies even when the new pol-
icy isn’t a true renewal if an insurance company leads the 
insured to believe the policy is in fact a renewal.15 For exam-
ple, if an insurance company renews the original policy 
using a temporary renewal binder that doesn’t indicate that a 
policy-coverage form had changed and then issues a renewal 
policy without indicating that a new exclusion was added, 
the insured is entitled to coverage under the original policy’s 
terms and conditions because he or she was led to believe 
that the new policy was a renewal.16

Michigan’s Renewal Rule applies  
to insurance agents

Michigan’s Renewal Rule implicates not only insurance 
companies; it also affects insurance agents because an origi-
nal policy transferred internally within the same agency is 
considered a renewal.

For example, an agent writes a commercial property in-
surance policy for an insured with insurance company A for 
$5,000 in annual premium. Around the time of renewal, the 
agent remarkets the insured’s policy and binds coverage with 
insurance company B after informing the insured that the 
original policy’s coverage, terms, and conditions are “identi-
cal,” “matching,” or “unchanged,” and provides the insured 

with no notice of differences between the original and re-
newal policies.

Courts have held that when an insurance agent internally 
transfers or moves an insured’s policy within the agency, the 
agent must properly inform the insured that the original cov-
erage amounts, terms, or conditions can’t be replicated.17 If 
the agent doesn’t, he or she may be negligent for failing to 
procure the identical insurance coverage requested.18

Scenarios triggering Michigan’s Renewal Rule

Michigan’s Renewal Rule may bind an insurance company 
to provide the broader coverage found in the original policy 
when it doesn’t provide the required proper notice, as in the 
following scenarios pulled from my own experiences and 
Michigan caselaw cited in this article:

• Reducing the amount of coverage on an insured build-
ing or personal property

• Reducing the limits of bodily injury coverage in an 
auto liability policy

• Changing the policy’s property valuation from replace-
ment cost (no deduction for depreciation) to actual cash 
value (deduction for depreciation)

• Reducing the time an insured has to provide notice of 
a first-party claim or a third-party loss from 90 days to 
30 days

• Changing the identity of the notice of loss recipient 
from the insurance company or its authorized insur-
ance agent to the insurance company only

• Changing the coinsurance valuation for business-
interruption losses from 50 to 80 percent

• Changing the reporting period on completed construc-
tion projects involving a builder’s risk policy from 90 
days to 30 days

Rare exceptions to Michigan’s Renewal Rule
An insurance company changes the renewal policy 
because a statute was amended

Although rare, Michigan’s Renewal Rule may have harsh 
consequences for insureds. When a renewal policy’s cover-
ages, terms, and conditions are altered, changed, or reduced 
because of required statutory changes, an insured generally 
cannot rely on the Renewal Rule even when an insurance 
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coverages, terms, or conditions without providing the insured 
with proper and conspicuous notices of these changes, altera-
tions, or reductions. n
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WHEN AN INSURANCE COMPANY 
INFORMS THE INSURED ABOUT 

SOME, BUT NOT ALL, REDUCTIONS 
OR EXCLUSIONS ADDED TO A 

RENEWAL POLICY, PROPER NOTICE 
HAS NOT BEEN PROVIDED AND 

THE COMPANY IS BOUND BY THE 
BROADER COVERAGE FOUND 

IN THE ORIGINAL POLICY.

company didn’t provide actual, conspicuous notice of renewal 
policy changes, reductions, or modifications.19

In one case, the United States District Court for the West-
ern District of Michigan was forced to apply “legal fiction” to 
find for the insurance company.20 The court held that, al-
though an insurance company didn’t provide actual notice of 
the changes in a renewal policy because of a statutory amend-
ment, the insured had received constructive notice of the 
change because he was “charged with knowledge of the con-
tent of Statutes at Large.”21

An insured moves to a different state
Although Michigan has no published cases on point, the 

Renewal Rule probably doesn’t apply when the renewal pol-
icy’s coverages, terms, and conditions are changed, modified, 
or reduced because an insured has moved to a new state.

In Ruzak v USAA Ins Agency, the insured purchased an 
automobile liability policy and renewed it for more than 40 
years. Over those years, he moved multiple times and lived in 
different states. He eventually married and moved back to 
Michigan with his wife. Before moving back, he had cancelled 
his original policy and purchased a new policy from the same 
insurance company.22

Seven years later, he and his wife were involved in an auto 
accident. The insurance company refused to honor the full 
policy limits for his wife’s claim because of a resident-spouse 
exclusion inserted in the new Michigan policy that had not 
been included in the original policy issued 40 years before 
when he lived in another state. The court refused to invoke 
the Renewal Rule given that the renewal policy was changed 
because of a move to a different state.23

Conclusion
Michigan’s Renewal Rule may shield an insured and pro-

vide coverage for a loss when an insurance company uni-
laterally changes, reduces, or modifies an original policy’s 
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